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Introduction

Focus on non-sampling errors

Sources: data collection, data processing, modeling/estimation


Solutions: iterative review and editing, …


9 dimensions of total survey quality (Biemer, 2010)

accuracy, credibility, comparability, usability/interpretability, 
relevance, accessibility, timeliness/punctuality, completeness, 
and coherence
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Introduction

R Shiny (Chang et al., 2018)

An R package for developing reactive dashboards


Direct and immediate interaction with data in a web-browser


Shiny user showcases https://shiny.rstudio.com/gallery/


Low cost and simple to start with


Password-protected Shiny Apps hosted on internal servers


Application to survey: a social-network based survey (Joblin 
and Mauerer, 2016)
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https://shiny.rstudio.com/gallery/


National Resources Inventory

A longitudinal survey on non-federal US land

conducted by USDA-NRCS and ISU-CSSM 


PSU = .5 mi x .5 mi segment, SSU = 3 point locations per PSU


Estimation of change over time

surface area by land cover/use


average water and wind erosion on cropland and pastureland


Record level data set (pointgen)

location with a single weight and complete data
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National Resources Inventory

Conservation Effects Assessment Project (CEAP)

On-site study subsampled from NRI cropland or pastureland


Farmer interview (crop management, conservation practice, …)


Agricultural Policy Environmental eXtender (APEX) model


Output: measurements of soil erosion and chemical runoff


Small Area Estimation (SAE, Rao and Molina, 2015)

Direct estimates for small domains are unreliable


Model-based SAE uses population-level auxiliary information
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iNtr: an interactive NRI 
table review tool 
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Summary Report: 2015 National Resources Inventory
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Summary Report: 2015 National Resources Inventory



2015 NRI Table Review

Reasons

Multiple estimation runs before final publication


Differences

The 2015 NRI versus the final 2012 NRI


A new 2015 estimation versus an earlier 2015 estimation


Results

Expected differences: updated algorithms, data edits, …


Surprising differences: problematic data input, …
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annielyu.com/#shiny

http://annielyu.com/#shiny
http://annielyu.com/#shiny
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Shiny App
Database

O&L input Process 
Data

NRI_pgen

- NRI_Data

   | - V1

        | - AL_pgen.txt

        | - …

        | - WY_pgen.txt

   | - V2

   | - …

- app.r

- template.r

- help.r

- NRItables_by_version_state_year.csv

- table_structure.csv

- us_nri_mapdf.rds

Key-value 
pairs



viscover: visualize soil 
and crop data and 

their overlay 



Motivation

CEAP Sample: unit-level RUSLE2


Parameter of interest: county-level RUSLE2


SAE population-level covariates (soil and crop)

data quality of auxiliary variables


integrity of overlay operation


Fitted SAE Model (Lyu, Berg and Hofmann, submitted)
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log(Ypos) = b0 + 2.08 * logR + 0.48 * logK + 0.48 * logS + (1 |county)

logit(P(Yobs = 1)) = a0 + 5.04 * logR + 0.38 * logS + 0.7 * is.soybean
+0.95 * is.sprwht + (1 |county)



Cropland/Soil Data 
Layer

๏ Cropland data layer (CDL)

- Annual data product for the 

contiguous United States

- Geo-referenced crop-

specific land cover data layer

๏ Soil data layer (SDL)


- Soil Survey Geographic Data 
(SSURGO)


- Soil component data on 
topology and erodibility


- Available for the United 
States and the Territories
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annielyu.com/#shiny

http://annielyu.com/#shiny
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Flowchart of viscover.



viscover: an R package

Installation

devtools::install_github(“XiaodanLyu/viscover”)

Functions

run the interactive tool: runTool()

fetch data: GetCDLFile, GetCDLValue, GetSDLValue


CDL color mapping: cdlpal


Data

CDL category codes: cdl.dbf
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Conclusion

iNtr 
Accuracy - locate issues in NRI data collection and computer programs


Timeliness - more efficient table review, on schedule for release


Comparability - geographically hierarchical comparison


viscover

Accuracy - explore the data quality of covariates for small area models


Comparability - visualize and integrate complex geospatial datasets


Usability - open source, freely available


Accessibility - mouse events, customized graphic and tabular output
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“A picture is worth a thousand words.”
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Discussion

1. Can our data tools be applicable or generally useful to 
your project?


2. How could such data tools be applied to reducing 
sampling errors?


3. What are appropriate outlets where we can publish such 
kind of applied work?
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